
WRITE A LETTER TO EDITOR OF TIMES OF INDIA

Sample Letter to the Editor of The Times of India Newspaper. Article shared by. To The Editor (Newspaper Name)
(Address). Dear Sir,. Through the columns of.

A letter to the editor is a written way of talking to a newspaper, magazine, or other regularly printed
publication. Be sure to write your full name and title, if relevant and to include your address, phone number,
and e-mail address. In addition, letters to the editor and op-eds are a way of reaching a much wider audience
with your messages about the healthy development of infants and toddlers and how policy can positively
impact babies, toddlers and their families. I hope you will publish this letter in your newspaper for better
future of human beings. This is giving rise to disappointments and dejections in their life. Promoting
community change. They either work as a domestic labour or work in factories, dhabas, etc. Also be sure to
provide your professional title and affiliation, as it lends credibility to your letter. Prime Time Activism. In
fact, research following children who participated in high quality early care and learning services from infancy
to school entry shows the positive benefits reverberating well into adulthood in the form of educational
attainment and fewer chronic health problems. Rejection does not feel good. Thanking you. Keep in mind that
if you want to inform the public of a certain action your organization is about to take, you may want to think
of issuing a press release instead. Yours sincerely Sahil Question 4. Make sure you include your title as well
as your name â€” it adds credibility, especially if it's relevant to the topic being discussed. Letters to the editor
can also be used to start a community conversation about an issue important to you. I hope you will pay
attention to this noble cause and publish it in your newspaper. Sign the letter. But even if space were
unlimited, as it would be online, a newspaper may not print all the letters it receives. A Guide to writing letters
to the editor: Expressing your opinion to the public effectively. The Grantmanship Center. Many of these
positive outcomes continue into school entry and beyond. Letters to the editor can be an effective way to get
the word out. The fewer you receive, the stronger the sign that you're putting the masses to sleep. Editors are
less likely to print long letters. Right from a small child to an adult, or even an old man, everyone wants
gadgets only-cell phone, I-pod, laptop, etc. Stonecipher, H. But the sharp rise in prices of all commodities has
made it difficult for a common man to make both his ends meet He cannot bear even the daily expenses of his
family. Such letters may either be critical or praising. Editors have limited space for printing letters, and some
papers have stated policies regarding length check the editorial page for this. Open the letter with a simple
salutation. Keep it short Typically newspapers will accept op-eds of words. If you have a lot to say and it can't
be easily made short, you may want to check with the editor to see if you could write a longer opinion feature
or guest column. Keep it brief. Media advocacy and public health. If so, be sure to add these as well. State
your opinion about what should be done. Print Resources Bates, J. So, they must go to school. Localize your
letter Explain how infants and toddlers in your community will be affected.


